Cleanse Tote
®

PORTABLE UV SANITIZING CASE

Clean, Sanitized Items
at the Touch of a Button
In today’s world, keeping people and their
environments healthy is more important than
ever. The Cleanse® Tote provides a quick and
easy method to clean and sanitize your personal
belongings, creating a safe and effective way to
protect against germs, bacteria and viruses. True
to our mission of using light to enhance health and
wellness, Healthe welcomes this partner product into
the Cleanse family.
Equipped with ultraviolet (UV) LEDs, the Cleanse Tote
employs a 3-minute, chemical-free cleaning cycle,
which deactivates up to 99.9% of harmful pathogens.
The portable case is a simple, safe and effective way
to prevent from spreading germs and bacteria and
protect against unwanted illness and disease.

APPLICATIONS
The CDC recommends frequent
cleaning and disinfecting of common household items to combat
the spread of germs, bacteria
and viruses. The Cleanse Tote is
another safe and effective option
to sanitize personal belongings,
such as glasses, wallets, watches,
phones or other items, including
surgical or N95 masks.
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CLEANSE TOTE
®

SPECIFICATIONS All data shown is nominal
UVC SOURCE
Wavelength

260–280nm

Life

10,000 hrs

LED

24pcs

Sanitization

99.9% pathogens eliminated

ELECTRICAL
Input Voltage

24V / 0.65A

Power

15W

Mode

3 Minute Sanitizing Cycle

Power Interface

DC Power Adapter (included)

MECHANICAL
Dimensions

9.5 x 7.7 x 5.9 in (240 x 195 x 150 mm)

Material

Water resistant twill polyester

Safety

Auto shut-off when lid opens

Certification

CE, FCC, FDA Class I Listed

EASY TO USE IN JUST FOUR STEPS
1. Connect the power and open the lid.

2.Place personal items seperately into the tote, ensuring
the items are not touching. Close lid.

3. Press the button.

4. When the light stops flashing, the sanitization process
is over and you may remove your items.
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CONTACT US
To learn more about
the Cleanse Tote and
how Healthe products are
harnessing the ingredients of
light to promote better health
and wellness, please visit
www.healthelighting.com
or contact us directly.
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